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ATHLETIC EXTENSION

STUDENTS TO CONGRESS

Radakovich balances budget and is
Two students speak with Congress
rewarded with a ﬁve-year extension and a about the future funding of NASA.
pay raise. Page 16
Page 8

WALL•E
Another charming Pixar ﬁlm
hits the big screen

DIRECTED BY: Andrew Stanton
RATED: Rated G
GENRE: Animation/Comedy
STARRING: Ben Burtt, Elissa

Knight, Jeﬀ Garlin, Fred Willard
RELEASE DATE: June 27, 2008
OUR TAKE:     

By Philip Tharp
Senior Staﬀ Writer

For a movie that has almost no dialogue during its ﬁrst half, WALL•E
manages to be thoroughly captivating in both its spot-on humor and endearing characters.
Andrew Stanton, director of such previous Pixar ﬁlms as Finding Nemo
and A Bug’s Life, has ﬁnally brought his long-in-development character of
WALL•E to life, and the little robot doesn’t disappoint.
Pixar’s newest release follows the adventures of WALL•E (Waste Allocation Load Lifter – Earth-Class), a robot who appears to have developed a
personality during his several-hundred-year life of solitude on Earth.
As his name implies, WALL•E has spent his time compacting the inordinate
amounts of waste left on Earth by humans and their unending obsession with
consumerism and products (maybe this is hinting at something…).
In an eﬀort to save the human race, the corporation responsible for this
environmental downturn, not surprisingly named Buy n Large, created the
Axiom – a gigantic spaceship designed as a sort of an end-all-be-all in the
world of lazy cruises.
With the humans gone, robots remained to clean the Earth. However, the
viewer is left to speculate as to what might have happened to leave WALL•E
as the sole enduring robot.
Shortly after the audience joins WALL•E on one of his typical (and poi-

Image Courtesy of Disney-Pixar

See WALL•E, page 11
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Wolf Parade releases admirable second album

OUR TAKE:



GENRE: Pop/Rock
RELEASE DATE: : June 16, 2008
TRACK PICKS: “Soldier’s Grin,”

“California Dreamer” and “The Grey
Estates”

By Daniel Spiller
Entertainment Editor

In 2005, the Canadian band
Wolf Parade released their debut
album Apologies to the Queen
Mary and received acclaim from
critics and music-lovers alike.
The pop was poppy and the
rock was rocking; it was deﬁnitely hard to complain about
the album when everything was
so likeable.
On June 16, Wolf Parade
released the follow up to their
brilliant ﬁrst outing.
At Mount Zoomer keeps the
Wolf Parade sound the indie
world has grown to love, but
Spencer Krug and company

have started to experiment and
expand.
The album opens with “Soldier’s Grin,” a song that should
appeal to fans of the ﬁrst album
since it keeps their familiar pop
sound and charming synthesizer/
guitar lines. It is a safe way to ease
listeners into an album that will
deviate from the straightforward
rocking that was prevalent in
the ﬁrst.
The album hits its peak
with “California Dreamer,”
an epic song that utilizes all of
Wolf Parade’s assets and clearly
understands the power of momentum.
The chorus alone, near the end
of the song, is powerful enough

to destroy planets.
“California Dreamer” is
followed by another poppy, classic-sounding Wolf Parade track,
“The Grey Estates.” Though
“California Dreamer” would
have you believe no other song
could ever live up to its grandeur,
“The Grey Estates” luckily doesn’t
even try to. Instead, it just keeps
things moving along with something catchy.
But then the album does
something funny. Instead of
cruising through and hammering it home, the band hits the
brakes and follows with two
slower songs that never really
ﬁnd their hook.
While the songs are far from

bad, they just feel unjustiﬁed.
“Kissing the Beehive,” the
closer, is a lengthy endeavor.
It is sprawling and inventive,
but unfortunately still forgettable.
Overall the album is a
worthy successor to such an
impressive debut; it has mostly
good songs with a few that
are great.
The experimentation with
new styles occasionally works
(“Call it a Ritual”), but Wolf
Parade still shines brightest
when they stick with what
made them so great to begin
with - pop songs that totally
rock.
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YOUR
TOP

HITS!

Do you think all the new stuff
coming out is garbage? Do you
long for the music and movies
of yesteryear? Each week we’ll
feature your top hits of all time!
Images courtesy of Nickelodeon Network

By Jennifer Aldoretta
Assistant Entertainment Editor

Remember those sweet days of innocence when having a children’s show that scared the pants oﬀ
of you was completely acceptable? What ever happened to those fantastically scary TV shows from
the days of yore? Getting scared out of your mind is what I call entertainment. Kids these days are
too desensitized due to bad television and could all use a good scare (and a good pee-in-their-pants).
This is why we have decided to rekindle the Midnight Society with the spooky favorite Are You Afraid
of the Dark? for this week’s Your Top Hits!
Christina Biggs, an upcoming third-year Mechanical Engineering student, had this to say about
this ‘90s, SNICK classic:
“One of my favorite shows growing up was Are You Afraid of the Dark?. I liked how
each episode was creepy and had plot twists. It was like Steven King for preteens. Some episodes were a little disturbing but it was thrilling! Actually
now that I’m thinking about it, I’ll probably go watch an episode oﬀ YouTube. “
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THEME CROSSWORD: OLDIE BUT GOODIE
By Robert Zimmerman
United Features Syndicate

ACROSS
1. Donnybrook
6. Composite word
11. Settles on (with “for”)
15. Stimulate
19. Bird habitation
20. Ancient region along the
Aegean
21. _ avis
22. Sacrament
23. One of the States
24. Drew or Sinatra
25. Start of a quip by anonymous: 2 wds.
27. Produced
28. Calendar abbr.
29. Prie-_
30. WWW address
31. Part 2 of quip: 4 wds.
39. Sports
40. Architect _ Saarinen
41. Envelope size
42.Discontinuance
46. Like a wallﬂower
49. Kitchen utensil
53. Wings
54. Island nation
56. Word with mass or mixed
58. Stab
59. “_ Marner”
61. Skin layer
63. Ooze
64. _ Lisa
65. Blab
67. Trig function
69. All shook up
71. Part 3 of quip: 3 wds.
75. In secret
79. A son of Adam

WALL•E

from page 9

gnantly funny) weeks, an unknown
spacecraft drops oﬀ a surprising,
somewhat mysterious, visitor.
EVE, as she eventually introduces
herself, is a signiﬁcantly advanced
and fairly violent robot intent on
accomplishing her “directive.”
WALL•E sees past her penchant for
destruction, and for him, it is love
at ﬁrst sight.
EV E eventually warms to
WALL•E’s quirky antics and display of human emotion. However,
the sudden appearance of EVE’s

80. Mel or Althea
85. Trebek of TV
86. Lab burner
88. Bellows
91. Plant life of a region
92. Where Trujillo is
93. Any little guy
95. Liable
97. City in Utah
98. Flies
100. Desert in Israel
102. Our modern era: 2 wds.
104. Coach
106. Greek letters
108. Illusionist’s specialty
109. Part 4 of quip: 5 wds.
117. Marquee notice
118. Rabbit
119. Scull
120. Uncivil
121. End of the quip
124. Travel book
126. “_ Lescaut”
127. “_ Karenina”
128. Serf
129. State in India
130. “Anvil” bone
131. Hennaed
132. Outbuilding
133. Looks
134. Cubic meter
DOWN
1. Early Disney feature
2. Raises
3. Neighbor of Cetus
4. Frequent ﬂyer’s preference:
2 wds.
5. Gypsy Rose _
6. Hopper
7. Repellent
8. Boredom

9. _ Creed
10. Kind of trader
11. “... man _ _ mouse?”
12. Endangered animal
13. Mannerism
14. Most rational
15. _ Lanka
16. State of resentful
irritation
17. About-face relative
18. Highlands dance
26. Fleshy stem
32. _ culpa
33. Sign on a roadside
34. Three-tone chord
35. Acquire
36. Spruce
37. Mobile and motor
38. Something perplexing
42. Pitch
43. Essayist’s name
44. Sailor
45. Of old Scandinavia
47. Principle
48. San _
50. Ducklike bird
51. Eagle
52. Interpret
55. Wrongly
57. Behaving like a mimic
60. Aspersion
62. Waterfowl genus
66. Sen. Kefauver
68. Bar legally
70. End of week exclamation
72. John the rocker
73. Country singer Shelby _
74. Pat Morita role
75. Berets
76. Butterine
77. Aloe _
78. Nonurban areas

81. Federal aid money: 2 wds.
82. Marsh bird
83. A state: abbr.
84. Specify
87. Certain guardian
89. Netherlands city
90. Shot of booze
94. Abominable snowman
96. Discharge
99. Japanese fare
101. Forefront
103. Gelid
105. Announces
107. Either of a certain pair

109. Socrates’ specialty
110. Metric weight
111. Hibernian
112. Sierra _
113. Exalt
114. Quantity of prevention
115. British smell
116. Stupid
117. Spiny-ﬁnned ﬁsh
122. Pop
123. Beatty or Rorem
124. Super unleaded
125. Print measures
126. Bad: preﬁx

sought-after item cuts their visit
short, and the spaceship returns to
take EVE back.
Afraid she will never return, a
smitten WALL•E chases after her,
as he starts perhaps his greatest
journey and the viewer ﬁnally hears
the ﬁrst instance of a human voice
in the ﬁlm.
Despite its underlying premise,
the ﬁlm is far from a preachy nod
to environmentalism, and the more
engaging love story takes front stage.
It is amazing how much chemistry
can exist between two animated,
non-speaking (for the most part)
robots, but the sounds “spoken”

between WALL•E and EVE convey
more emotion than three-fourths of
the movie-couples shown on screen
this summer.
Much of this is thanks to the combined eﬀort of the animators, sound
designer Ben Burtt (WALL•E) and
voice-actress Elissa Knight (EVE).
Burtt, responsible for creating the
blips and bloops of R2-D2 in Star
Wars, along with many other famous
sounds, superbly crafted WALL•E’s
dialogue from mechanical noises,
and the result is thoroughly entertaining and uniquely catchy.
The expressive and sleek animation from Pixar complements the

so-called robot voices, making it
easy for the audience to empathize
with the main characters.
Furthermore, the impressive score
from the dependable Thomas Newman (The Shawshank Redemption and
American Beauty) correspondingly
enhances each and every scene on
the screen.
The main detractor from WALL•E
is the short running time (97 minutes) of the ﬁlm. The last half of
the movie felt slightly rushed, most
likely caused by the thrilling nature
of the ﬁnal act.
However, longer screen time for
WALL•E’s comically cute cockroach

earth-friend and more interaction
between WALL•E and other robots
would have been gladly welcomed.
Film length aside, WALL•E is
the ﬁrst incredibly enjoyable ﬁlm
this summer that successfully appeals to both children and adults.
Covering all of its bases with drama,
action and comedy, the movie has
a little bit of everything and even
conveys an important moral for
contemporary society.
With so many blockbusters being
released this summer, make sure to
ﬁnd some time for WALL•E, and
don’t forget to show up early for the
hilarious short, Presto.

ADVERTISING

WWW.GATECHCLASSIFIEDS.COM
100 HOUSING &
REAL ESTATE

110 APTS/LOFTS/
ROOMS

Perfect for 4! Townhouse by GA
Tech! 4 BR/3 full bath, W/D, pivate
parking. Large rooms and very nice!
$1750 per month-Available August
2008. 2 miles from Ga Tech-by Howell
Mill Kroger off of Bellmeade. Great
neighborhood that is safe. 678-2969685 or email stevensm@nortel.
com

Room for rent in private home.
Howell Mill area. Washer, Dryer,
private entrance, kitchen Access.
$350 month plus half utilities. Serious
student wanted. Available July 1 st.
Contact Debbie at 404-355-5509 or
email susanjpurdy@comcast.net.

YOUR AD HERE
WWW.GATECHCLASSIFIEDS.COM

Private, furnished terrace-level
room, bath and kitchen with deck
access available for considerate male
student in home of former Georgia
Tech graduate. Great location near
Collier and Howell Mill. $550 month

includes cable & utilities. Call Bill at:
678-494-1389
Elegant Morningside Condominium
for Rent!!!!!!! Spacious 3 bedroom, 2
bath, appointed with custom closets,
fireplace, wood floors, granite,
stainless back-splash, plantation
shutters, Jacuzzi tub, and modern
appliances. You enter the beautiful
home via a dramatic foyer, and youre
spacious living room looks over a
sumptuous green courtyard with a
large sunken in pool. Includes: Hot
water, trash removal, in unit laundry,
storage room, free off street parking.
Feel like you are live in luxury by
being part of this charming 12 unit

1960 s Condominium complex. Great
commuting location to Mid-Town, GA
Tech, and easy access to interstates
75/85/400. Call 678-429-2575

120 REAL ESTATE
FOR SALE
ACWORTH 3 Ba 2.5 Ba $215,000
Waterfront Lot on 2 Lakes! Upgraded
gourmet kitchen; Hrdwd ﬂoors; 2 Stry
fam rm/foyeur; active swim/tennis;
ﬁnancing available; free 42” LCD; 678480-5893 owner; FMLS #3629958

THANKS FOR THE SUPPORT

120 MISCELLANEOUS
Learn Russian: Professional and
experienced teacher offers Russian
lessons with emphasis on both spoken
and written Russian. For further
information, please, contact Lana
Gavrilov: tel: 678-530-0242 or e-mail
to: lanagav@aol.com.

PLACE A CLASSIFIED AD
WWW.GATECHCLASSIFIEDS.COM
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PILED HIGHER & DEEPER BY JORGE CHAM

COMICS

NON SEQUITUR BY WILEY

COMICS

NON SEQUITUR BY WILEY

DILBERT ® BY SCOTT ADAMS
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